
 
 
A   Tetris-inspired   roll-and-write   game  

● 1   to   2   players  
● 10   -   15   minutes   per   player  
● tallmangames.com  

COMPONENTS  
4   dice,   one   Tetroll-sheet   per   player  

GAME   CONCEPT  
In   Tetroll   you   are   making   rows   by   fitting   Tetris-shaped   pieces   in   a   grid.   A   row   with   all   unique  
numbers   scores   the   maximum   10   points,   but   don’t   forget   to   strategically   use   your   throws   to  
grab   some   nice   bonuses   before   your   opponent   does.   

END   OF   THE   GAME  
While   stacking   your   pieces,   your   grid   will   fill   up.   At   the   end,   parts   of   your   pieces   may   actually  
start   sticking   out   at   the   top   (beyond   the   dashed   line).   That’s   fine,   but   as   soon   as   you   can   not  
place   a   piece   anymore,   your   game   ends.   Other   players   continue   to   play   as   long   as   they   can  
place   pieces.   Everybody   tallies   up   their   row-   and   bonus-points   to   determine  
the   winner.  

GAMEPLAY  
Players   take   turns   and   start   with   rolling   the   4   dice.  

Selecting   a   shape  

If   there   is   a    majority    of   a   number,   use   that   value   (e.g:   you   threw   2-3-3-6,  
use   shape   #3).   If   each   number   is   unique,   or   you   have   2   doubles,   use   the  
lowest   value    (e.g.   you   threw   1-4-5-6,   use   shape   #1.   You   threw   2-2-4-4,   use  
shape   #2).  
When   you   throw   a   single   majority   of   6   (like   3-5-6-6),   you   can   choose   any   of  
the   available   shapes.  

Placing   the   piece  

You   may    mirror   or   rotate    the   piece   any   way   you   want.   
 
When   placing   a   piece   in   the   grid,   always   start   at   the  
bottom   and   work   your   way   up   by   stacking   other   pieces  
on   top   of   each   other   (just   like   Tetris).   Unlike   Tetris,   you   don’t   have   to   worry   about   closing   off  
empty   spaces:   if   your   piece   fits   in   an   empty   space,   it   is   allowed   (see   example   below).  
 
Pieces   may   partially   stick   out   of   the   grid,   beyond   the   dashed   line,   but   as   soon   as   you   can   not  
place   a   piece   at   all,    the   game   ends    for   you.  

 
 

 Your   first   throw   is   for   shape   #4,   because   the  
number   4   is   a   majority.  

 Your   second   throw   is   shape   #1.   This   block   can   fit  
in   the   empty   space,   so   this   is   valid.  

Special   spaces  

There   are   a   bunch   of   special   spaces   in   the   grid.   When   you   enter   a   number   on   a   special  
space,   you   immediately   perform   the   special   action.   

 

Copy  
You    must    fill   one   space   in   the   grid   with   this   number   (the   selected   space   can   be  
everywhere,   it   does   not   need   to   drop   down   like   the   shapes)  

 

Bonus-ring  
Mark   one   bonus-ring   for   this   number  

 
You   entered   a   4   into   a   special  
bonus-ring   space.   
Mark   one   ring   for   bonus   #4.  

 

 

Double   bonus-ring  
Like   one   bonus-ring,   but   now   you   mark   2   rings  

Scoring   a   row  

As   soon   as   a   row   is   completely   filled   with   numbers,   you   score   that   row.   
A   row   is   awarded   the   maximum   number   of   points   if   all   numbers   are    unique    in   which   case  
the   player   gets    10   points .    For   example:   a   row   of   2-4-3-5-6-1   scores   10   points.  
 
As   soon   as   you   finish   a   row:  

1. Circle   all   numbers   that   already   appeared   in   this   row   (see   example   below)  
2. These   numbers   will   be   your    penalty   points    that   get   subtracted   from   10   points.   With  

too   many   penalty   points   your   row   might   become   0   points,   or   even   negative   points!  
3. Having   duplicate   numbers   is   not   all   bad   though:    mark   the   bonus-rings ,   matching  

the   circled   numbers  
 
So   duplicates   will   lower   your   points   for   that   row,   but   you   can   use   them   to   collect   bonuses!  



 

 Your   row   is   finished.   From   left   to   right,   circle   all   the   numbers   that   already   appeared   in   the   row.   
Subtract   these   numbers   from   your   starting   score   of   10   (10   minus   2,   1   and   1   =   6).   
Then   mark   the   bonus   rings;   one   for   bonus   #2   and   2   for   bonus   #1.  

 

 

Scoring   a   bonus   prize  

As   described,   you   can   mark   bonus-rings   by   either   (A)   filling   a    special   space    or   (B)   by  
finishing   a   row   with   recurring   numbers .   
When   you   mark   off   all   the   rings   of   a   bonus,   you   will   get   the    first   prize    of   that   bonus!   Put   a  
circle   on   that   bad   boy!   All   other   players   now   cross   out   that   first   prize:   they   can   only   score   the  
lesser    runner-up   prize .   So   be   the   first   to   get   the   really   good   stuff!  
 
The   runner-up   prize   does   not   have   to   be   crossed   out   like   the   first   prize:   when   somebody  
scores   it,   it   remains   available   for   other   players.  

  First   prize   (available   once)   →  

 
←   Runner-up   prize   (unlimited   availability)  

Prizes   usually   get   you   points   at   the   end   of   the   game.   Bonus   #3   and   #6   are   special:   their  
prizes   are   triggered   immediately   when   you   finish   their   bonus-rings.   See   the   Bonuses-chapter  
for   a   brief   explanation   of   each   prize.  
  

Rerolls  
Not   happy   with   your   throw?   No   problem,   you   can   reroll    any   or   all    your   dice   (set   apart   the  
dice   you   want   to   keep   and   reroll   the   rest).   You   can   even   reroll   multiple   times   per   turn,   but   a  
reroll   is   not   free:   for   each   reroll   you   have   to    cross   out   a   first   prize    (indicated   on   the   tiny   ‘R’  
on   the   prize)   on   one   of   your   bonuses.   You   can   NOT   use   a   bonus   for   a   reroll   when:  

● You   finished   all   the   bonus-rings   (and   you   circled   the   first   prize)  
● Somebody   else   got   the   first   prize   (the   first   prize   should   be   crossed   out   on   your   sheet)  

 

 

 
Cross   off   the   first   prize   of   one   of   your   unfinished   bonuses.   
From   that   moment   on,   you   can   only   claim   the   runner-up   prize.  
 

BONUSES  
There   are   6   different   bonuses   to   score:  
 

 Each   marked   ring   is   worth   1   point   at   the   end.   First   prize   is   an   additional   4   points.  

 At   the   end,   count   all   rows   that   have   an   even   score.   Each   of   those   rows   score   2   (first  
prize)   or   1   (runner-up   prize)   extra   points.   A   negative   score   for   a   row   can   still   be  
even   or   odd.   Unfinished   rows   don’t   qualify   for   this   bonus.  

 Immediately    mark   off   3   (first   prize)   or   2   (runner-up   prize)   rings   of   any   other   bonus  
(you   can   divide   this   prize   between   bonuses).   At   the   end,   each   marked   ring   is   worth  
2   points.  

 Get   a   bunch   of   points   at   the   end:   16   (first   prize)   or   4   (runner-up   prize)  

 Like   #2,   but   now   all   odd   scored-rows   get   4   (first   prize)   or   2   (runner-up   prize)   extra  
points.   A   negative   score   for   a   row   can   still   be   even   or   odd.  

 Immediately    enter   2   (first   prize)   or   1   (runner-up   prize)   numbers   of   your   choice  
somewhere   in   the   grid.   Any   empty   space   is   valid;   they   do   not   need   to   drop   down  
like   the   shapes.   At   the   end,   each   marked   ring   is   worth   3   points.  

 

SOLO   PLAY  
You   can   play   this   game   on   your   own   and   try   to   improve   your   score.   Keep   in   mind:   there   are  
no   players   that   will   take   first   prize   from   you.   Of   course,   you   can   still   lose   the   first   prize   if   you  
cross   it   out   for   a   reroll.  
 
Try   to   achieve   these   solo-objectives:  

 Title  Objective  

 
“For   Mother   Russia!”  Get   80+   points   without   completing   any   bonuses  

 
“Go   East,   Conrad!”  Get   100+   points   with   at   least   4   rows   that   have   the   order   of  

numbers   1-2-3-4-5-6  

 
“As   high   as   Sputnik!”  Get   140+   points  

 

Спасибо   (thanks)!  
Hannah,   Mayla,   Shamus,   Sanna,   mum,   Muriel,    Anna,   Lies,   Christel,   the   wonderful   peeps   on  
the   BGG-forum     &   of   course   Alexey   Pajitnov   (the   inventor   of   Tetris).  
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